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Recall that, by Theorem 3.1, E(0)Z)A(4). From our definitions

A(.4) is dense in 3 so that also E(£l) OS- Since the reverse inequality

is clear, the proof is complete.
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SEMI-HOMOGENEOUS FUNCTIONS

LOUIS V. QUINTAS AND FRED SUPNICK

1. Introduction and statement of results. A function / is called

homogeneous of degree n with respect to the set A, or briefly semi-

homogeneous if

(1.0) f(ax) = anf(x)

is satisfied for all x in the domain of/ and all a in A.

With each admissible A there is associated a class of solutions of

(1.0). E.g., let R denote the set of all real numbers and let / be a

function on R to R. If A consists only of the irrationals, then f(x)

= cxn (c=f(l)) is the unique solution of (1.0). On the other hand, if

A consists only of the rationals, then in addition to/(x)=cxn, (1.0)

has other solutions (e.g., if n is any nonzero integer and/(x) =xn or 0

accordingly as x is rational or irrational).

We are interested in studying decompositions of the set of admis-

sible A's into classes and in characterizing the solutions of (1.0) cor-

responding to these classes. In this paper we show how this can be

done in a natural way for semi-homogeneous functions of a real

variable. We note that in this case our methods apply to

(1.1) f(ax) = p(a)f(x)        (aEAE R),

where p is a product-preserving function on R to R (cf. [l ]). We shall

therefore confine our attention to (1.1).
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Let Cip, A) denote the set of all functions on R to R satisfying

(1.1). Let R* = R— {0} and A* be the multiplicative subgroup of R*

generated by A — {0}. It is easy to see that if A contains a set of

generators for R*, then f(x) =f(l)p(x). Thus, the problem of deter-

mining which subsets of R lead to the solution/(x) =/(l)^(x) of (1.1)

is equivalent to classifying those subsets of R which generate R*

(cf. §5). With respect to the general case we first establish the follow-

ing lemma.

Lemma. If p^O and p^l on A*, then C(p, A) = C(p, A*) (cf. §2).

Thus we are led to consider the problem : For an arbitrary subgroup

A* of R*, how can the members of C(p, A*) be characterized}

The general answer to the above question is given in Theorem 1.

Let R* IA * denote the multiplicative quotient group of R* modulo A *,

B a set of representatives for R*/A*, and p a product-preserving

function on R to R such that pf^O and pjél on A* (cf. [2]).

Theorem 1. (i) fEC(p, A*) if and only if

u n        fF(b)p(x)       x = ab, aEA*,bE B,
(L2) f(x)=\      0 x = 0,

where F is a function on B to R.

(ii) If fEC(p, A*), then f is uniquely determined when it is known

on B (cf. §2).

An explicit classification and description of the solutions of (1.1)

depends on a consideration of the different possibilities for A * and p.

We note that A * is either dense in the positive reals, dense in R, or is

discrete and countable. Also, if p is continuous on R* (p¿áO), then p

is of the form p(x) =1x1*, or p(x)E {xk (0<x), — |x| * (x<0)} where

k is a real constant.

Theorem 2. Let A*ER*, p^O, 1 on A*, and fEC(p, A*). If p is
continuous on R and A * is dense in R, then f is of type

Tx:f(x) =cp(x), "c" a constant,

T2:f is continuous only at x = 0, and the closure Cl(G(f)) of its

(cartesian) graph G(f) (in E2) is a set of curves {y = cp(x)} with {c}

bounded, or

Tz'-f is totally discontinuous and C1(G(/)) is a set of curves

{y = cpix)} with {c} unbounded. Cl(G(f)) may be the entire plane if f

is of type Tz (cf. §3).

Remark. It is of interest to note that if / is a function which satis-
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fies fix+y) =f(x)+f(y), then the classic description of/ given by

G. Hamil (namely, that / is of the form f(x) = ex, or is totally dis-

continuous and the graph of / is dense in the entire plane) is con-

tained within our Theorem 2 (cf. [3]). This follows from the fact that

f(x+y) =f(x) +f(y) implies/ is homogeneous of degree 1 with respect

to the rationals, i.e., f(ax) =o/(x) for all rational numbers a.

Let A* be an infinite discrete subgroup of F*. Let g denote the

smallest member of A* such that 1 <g, G0={(x, /(x)):l=x<gj

where / is a function on R to F, Da the transformation of £2 into E2

defined by Daix, y) = iax, pia)y) iaER), and DaG0 the image of G0

under Da.

Theorem 3. If A* is an infinite discrete subgroup of R* containing

at least one negative member andfE Cip ,A*), then {DaG0 : a E A * VJ {0} }

is a decomposition of Gif) (cf. [4] and §4).

In Theorems 2 and 3 we have considered the cases (i) p continuous

and A * dense, and (ii) p arbitrary and A * discrete. We note that if

p is discontinuous on R*, then p is totally discontinuous and the

graph of p is dense in the first and second or the first and third quad-

rants depending on whether pi~l) = l or — 1, respectively. The

problem of obtaining an esthetic classification of the solutions of (1.1)

for the case p discontinuous and A * dense in F remains open.

2. Proof of the Lemma and Theorem 1.

Proof of the Lemma. Since A — {o} E A*, Cip, A*)

ECip, A-{0}).li0EA, then Cip,A*)ECip,A). If OEA, then since
£(0) =0 every member of Cip, A) must assign 0 to 0. But p^l on

A* implies there exist a,a'EA* such that p(a) ?¿p(a'). Thus,

/(0)ipia)-pia')) =0 yields/(0)=0 wheneverfECip, A*). Therefore,

Cip,A*)ECip,A).
Let fECip, A). To prove Cip, A) ECip, A*) we use the fact that

every member of A * is a finite product of members of A — {0} or

their reciprocals. Thus, if sEA*, then s = aior5 = ez_1/withez£^4 — (0}

and tEA*. If s = at, then

(2.1) fsx) = fatx) = pia)ftx).

If s = a~H, then

(2.2) fsx) = piarla)farHx) = piarl)ftx).

Applying operations of the form (2.1) or (2.2) successively we ob-

tain fsx) = pis)fix) isEA*). Thus, Cip, A) = Cip, A*).
Proof of Theorem 1 (i). Since R*/A* defines a partition of R*,
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each nonzero real number x has a unique representation in terms of

A* and B. Namely, x = ab (aEA*, bEB). Thus (1.2) defines a func-
tion on R to R.

Let fEC(p, A*). Since pféO, then p(b)^0 (bER*)- Thus/(x)
= p(x)(p(b))-1f(b) whenever x = ab (aEA*, bEB). Since p^l on A*,

then /(0)=0. Consequently, / can be expressed in the form (1.2)

with F the function on B to R defined by F(b) = (p(b))-xf(b).

Conversely, let/ be defined by (1.2). If sEA* and xER*, then

x = ab and sx = sab (aEA*, saEA*, bEB). Thus,

fisx) = F(b)p(sx) = p(s)F(b)p(x) = p(s)f(x).

If x = 0, thenf(sO)=0 = p(s)f(0). Therefore, fEC(p, A*).
Proof of Theorem 1 (ii). llf,f'EC(p, A*) andf(b) =f'(b) (bEB),

then

f(x) = p(a)f(b) = p(o)f'(b) = f'(x)

whenever x = ab (aEA*, bEB), and/(0) = 0=/'(0).

3. Proof of Theorem 2. By Theorem 1 the image under / of each

coset of R*/A* lies on a curve, y = cp(x). Specifically, if xEA*b, then

(x,/(x)) lies on y = F(b)p(x). Since each coset of R*/A* is dense in R,

the image I of each coset is dense in the curve containing I. Each

y = cp(x) is continuous, hence the closure of the graph of / is a set of

curves K= {y = cp(x)} through the origin. If all the cosets of R*/A*

are mapped onto the same curve, then / is a function of type 7\. If

this is not the case, then / is a function of type T2 or Tz accordingly

as the set of coefficients C= {c} appearing in K is bounded or un-

bounded. If K contains at least two curves, it is clear that / cannot

be continuous at nonzero values of x. Suppose C is bounded. If

Cx = lub C, c2 = gib C, and c0 = max {\cx\, \c2\ }, then f(x) lies between

— c0p(x) and c0p(x) for all x. If {x¿} is any sequence of real numbers

converging to 0, then lima(..o {c0p(xi)} =0 implies lim^o {f(xi)} =0.

Since/(0) =0, we have /is continuous at x = 0. Hence,/is of type T2.

If Cis unbounded, then/is unbounded in every neighborhood of the

origin. Since x = 0 is the only possible point of continuity and /(0) = 0,

/ is totally discontinuous and is thus of type Tz.

If the index of A* in R* is 2N» and B is a set of representatives for

R*/A*, then there exists a 1-1 function Fon B to R. The function/

defined by f(x) = F(b)p(x) (x = ab, aEA*, bEB) and/(0)=0 is a

type Tz member of C(p, A*) and G(f) is dense in K= {y = F(b)p(x):

bEB}. But K="{y = rp(x):rER} is the entire plane with the ex-

ception of the points on the y-axis having nonzero ordinates. Hence

C1(C7(/)) is the entire plane. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
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4. Proof of Theorem 3. Since A* is discrete and not finite there

exists a smallest member gEA* such that Kg and B= {xER:

lúx<g} is a set of representatives for R*/A*.

A * induces the following decomposition of R*. The set of positive

reals is decomposed into intervals g"^x<gn+1 where n ranges over

the integers. A* also contains a largest member h such that A= — 1.

We now decompose the set of negative reals into the sets hgn+1<x

¿hgn. In this way F* is decomposed into intervals each of which is

the image of the set B under multiplication by a suitable member of

A*. This decomposition of F* induces a decomposition of Gif) into

the following sets:

G„ = { (*,/(*)) : g" á x < ¿«+1},    G,í = {ix, fx)) : kg«*1 < x = kg"},

and {(0, 0)}, where g and h are as described above and n ranges over

the integers.

We note that Go is the graph of / in E2 which corresponds to B.

Since/ is completely determined when we know its values on B, we

seek a relation between the set Go and the other sets of this decomposi-

tion of G(f). Applying Den to Go we obtain

{ignx, Pign)fix)): l è x < g} = {ig"x,fg»x)): 1 g x < g}

= {(y,/(y)):g" éy<gn+1}.

Therefore, DanGo = Gn. Similarly, DhgnGo = Gn' and D0G0= {(0, 0)}.

Gif) thus decomposes into sets each of which is the image of the

set Go under a transformation Da. Therefore, {F\Go: aEA*KJ{o} } is

a decomposition of Gif). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.

Theorems analogous to Theorems 2 and 3 may be obtained when

A* is a subgroup of the positive reals or when p is continuous only

onF*.

5. Remarks on the solution fl)pix). Let AQR and ß denote the

Lebesgue measure on R.

1. If ßiA)>0 and A contains at least one negative member, then

f il) pix) is the unique solution of (1.1).

Proof. Let F* denote the positive reals. If Av = A*i\R*, then

piAp)>0. Since /z(ln[/lp])>0, we have

D(ln[^j]) = \x — y: x = ln(a), y = ln(¿>) a,b E Ap}

contains an open interval containing the origin (cf. [5]). Thus,

eD(InUp])  =   |eln(«)-In(6)  =  afb. a> MC. ¿p}

contains an open interval containing 1. Since every positive real
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number has an wth root in this interval, ez>(ln[Ai,]) generates R*. Hence,

R*EA*. Since A contains a negative number — 1G^4*. Therefore,

A* = R* and the assertion follows from the Lemma.

2. There exist sets A ER such that u(A) = 0 andf(l)p(x) is the unique

solution of (1.1)

Proof. Let C denote the Cantor set and A = {ec: cEC}\J{ — l}.

It is a theorem of Steinhaus that for every number d between 0 and 1

there are two numbers of C which differ by d (cf. [ó]).Thus, {ec:cEC}

generates Rp. Hence, A* = R*.

3. It is clear that if A is countable then A * ¿¿R*. We also note that

R* does not contain any minimal set of generators.
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